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ABSTRACT: An analysis of the O3 DMBE potential energy surface is performed using
unconventional contour maps. In this way alternative paths leading to the same products
(microscopic branching) are singled out. The detailed J = 0 quantum probabilities and
related mode selectivity and energy disposal obtained through an extensive computational
campaign on the EGEE production Grid are interpreted in terms of the mentioned
alternative reactive paths. © 2009 Wiley Periodicals, Inc. Int J Quantum Chem 110: 358–367, 2010
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1. Introduction

T he O + O2 reactive system is a study case
relevant to some interesting theoretical inves-

tigations, like the understanding of the role played
by insertion and abstraction processes in enhancing
and/or suppressing reactivity. At the same time, the
simulation of oxygen reactions is important for the
control of reaction chains, like the ones involved in
combustions. As to the theoretical aspects, a large
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amount of literature has been recently devoted to
the analysis of the distinctive features of differ-
ent reactive mechanisms [1–3]. In particular, poten-
tial energy surfaces (PESs) exhibiting wells, as is
the PES of the title reaction [4], have been found
to induce important coupling effects between dif-
ferent degrees of freedom and clear competition
effects between reaction paths leading to the same
products (microscopic branching). The phenomenon
of microscopic branching, in particular, has been
reported in the literature for elementary reactions
[5–8]. Usually, the microscopic branching is stud-
ied by analyzing the dynamical outcome of batches
of quasiclassical trajectories exploring some specific
regions of the potential energy surface and there-
fore associable with a specific mechanism. Large
batches of quasiclassical trajectories have also been
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run to evaluate vibrational de-excitation and thermal
rate coefficients for the exchange and dissociation
reaction rates [4, 9–12] for a comparison with the
available combustion experimental data (see e.g.
Refs. [13, 14]).

On the contrary, despite the fact that their impor-
tance is invaluable both for the understanding of
reaction mechanisms and for a more accurate eval-
uation of reaction rates, very little work has been
reported in the literature on the calculation of exact
full three-dimensional (3D) quantum detailed proba-
bilities because of both the complexity and the heav-
iness of the O3 system. Yet, quantum calculations are
the only means for assessing how the structure of
a complex potential energy surface affects energy
disposal and microscopic branching in reactive pro-
cesses which play a key role in the control of chemical
processes.

To this end, we recently started investigat-
ing the title reaction by running the quantum
time independent ABC program [15] on the pro-
duction computing Grid segment of EGEE [16]
made available to the virtual organization (VO)
COMPCHEM [17], using the potential energy sur-
face of Ref. [4]. This allowed us to calculate 3D zero
total angular momentum quantum number (J = 0)

reactive probabilities and work out the value of
the thermal rate coefficient using a J-shifting model
[18].

In this article the evolution of state-specific prob-
abilities as a function of energy (excitation functions
or EFs) and of state-to-state probabilities as a func-
tion of the product vibrational state (product vibra-
tional distributions or PVDs) are analyzed in terms
of microscopic branching. The attribution of some of
their features to well-defined reaction paths is also
attempted.

Accordingly the article is organized as follows:
in Section 2 a discussion on dynamics oriented
PES representations helping a qualitative analysis of
the reaction mechanisms is made. In Section 3 the
computational machinery associated with both the
computing Grid platform and the numerical proce-
dures used are discussed. In Section 4, the calculation
and the rationalization of the J = 0 reactive probabil-
ities is carried out in terms of contributions coming
from different reaction paths, rotational and vibra-
tional excitation, with the help of 2D collinear cal-
culations using local minimum energy path-related
model potentials. In the same section the disposal
of energy among the internal states of the reaction
products is investigated. Conclusions are drawn in
Section 5.

2. The Analysis of the Potential
Energy Surface

The single-valued PES function V used for the
calculations is a semiempirical Double Many Body
Expansion (DMBE) [19, 20] expression that has the
general form

V =
3∑
i

V(2)

EHF,i + V(3)

EHF +
3∑
i

V(2)

corr,i + V(3)
corr, (1)

made of two- (V(2)) and three- (V(3)) body com-
ponents each partitioned into an extended-Hartree-
Fock (V(n)

EHF) term (including the nondynamical cor-
relation of the valence electrons in open shells or
nearly degenerate orbitals) and the dynamical cor-
relation (V(n)

corr) term (arising from the dynamical
correlation of the electrons). Ab initio SCF poten-
tial energy values (or a function parametrized from
available spectroscopic data) are used to represent
V(n)

EHF while V(n)
corr is obtained semiempirically, by

interpolation from dispersion energy coefficients
of the various asymptotic channels of the poten-
tial surface. A complete description of the DMBE
functional representation of the O3 PES is given in
Ref. [4].

An important first step toward the understand-
ing of the nature of an elementary chemical reaction,
and the associated energy transfer and disposal, can
steam out of a graphical analysis of the related PES
by both identifying its stationary points and tracing
the local minimum energy paths (MEPs) intercon-
necting them. Unfortunately, the potential energy
surface is mathematically a hypersurface in 3N − 5
dimensions (with N being the number of atoms
of the considered system) and its full dimensional
representation is impossible to draw also for atom-
diatom systems (as is the title one). A popular way
of tackling this problem is to consider representa-
tions made of isoenergetic (equipotential) contours
of the PES obtained by minimizing the potential
energy along a properly selected coordinate (relaxed
representations) [21, 22].

2.1. THE REDUCED SYMMETRY COORDINATE
RELAXED TRIANGULAR REPRESENTATION

The authors of Ref. [4] studied the properties of
the O3 DMBE PES using the so-called relaxed trian-
gular isoenergetic contour plots in which use was
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FIGURE 1. Upper panel: p-relaxed RS plot of the
isoenergetic contours of the O3 DMBE PES. Energy
contour values are given in eV. Zero energy is taken as
the O + O2 asymptote. Lower panel: contours of the
values of the relaxed perimeter given in bohr.

made of the reduced symmetry (RS) coordinates Q∗
2

and Q∗
3 defined as

Q∗
2 = s2/s3√

2
Q∗

3 = 2s1 − s2 − s3√
6

, (2)

where si = ri/
∑3

j=1 rj (with r1 = rAB, r2 = rBC, r3 =
rAC) and the relaxed variable is the perimeter (p) of
the molecular triangle [23], that is the sum of the
three internuclear distances.

The resulting (called p-relaxed RS hereinafter) plot
of the isoenergetic contours of the O + O2 system
is shown in the upper panel of Figure 1. It is con-
structed by varying the sum of the three interatomic
distances from 1 to 30 bohr. The three edge-regions
correspond to the three asymptotic arrangements,
while the inner sides describe reaction interme-
diates. The plot scans all possible reaction paths,

from collinear (sides of the triangle) to perpen-
dicular (passing through the center) atom-diatom
approaches. At the sides of the triangle the reso-
lution of the contours is too poor to allow a clear
separation of possible alternative paths. When mov-
ing inwards the contours resolution improves. Worth
being noted are the three equivalent C2v minima
associated with equilibrium O3 structures (obtain-
able from each other by a rotation of 120◦) and the
D3h minimum at Q∗

2 = Q∗
3 = 0 corresponding to a

cyclic O3. The exchange reaction going through the
C2v minima can follow either a longer path requiring
no activation energy (as apparent by the zero energy
contours drawn as dashed dotted line) or a shorter
path surmounting a seemingly flat barrier region
(the one crossing over the zero energy contour). The
latter path can branch also into the D3h minimum by
surmounting a barrier of about 0.2 eV. The C2v-D3h

isomerization requires O3 dissociation. The corre-
sponding relaxed p values (plotted in the lower panel
of Fig. 1 as isometric contours) tell us that the perime-
ter of the triangle formed by the three oxygen atoms
becomes increasingly smaller when following both
paths. The most compact arrangement is associated
with the D3h geometries.

2.2. THE ARRANGEMENT HYPERSPHERICAL
TREATMENT

In reactive scattering calculations widespread use
is made of the hyperspherical coordinates. Isoener-
getic contour plots are often drawn using the APH
coordinates [24] defined as

ρ = (
R2

τ + r2
τ

)1/2, (3)

where Rτ and rτ are the moduli of the properly mass
scaled Jacobi vectors Rτ and rτ (forming an angle
�τ) for the generic arrangement τ , for which τ =
A, B, C indicates that the isolated atom is A, B, C,
respectively,

θ = tan−1

[(
R2

τ − r2
τ

)2 + (2Rτ · rτ )
2
]1/2

2Rτ rτ sin �τ

(4)

and

2χτ = cos−1

(
R2

τ − r2
τ

)
[(

R2
τ − r2

τ

)2 + (2Rτ · rτ )2
]1/2 (5)

2χτ = sin−1 2R2
τ · r2

τ[(
R2

τ − r2
τ

)2 + (2Rτ · rτ )2
]1/2 , (6)
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FIGURE 2. Upper panel: ρ-relaxed APH plot of the
isoenergetic contours of the O3 DMBE PES. Energy
contour values are given in eV. Zero energy is taken as
the O + O2 asymptote. Lower panel: contours of the
values of the relaxed hyperradius given in bohr.

in which the independent variables are the angu-
lar ones (θ and χτ ) when the hyperradius ρ is fixed
[25]. As an alternative the ρ-relaxed version [26] of
these plots (called ρ-relaxed APH plots hereinafter)
can be drawn by taking θ and χτ as independent
variables and plotting their stereographic projection
X = tan

(
1
2θ

)
cos χτ and Y = tan

(
1
2θ

)
sin χτ (upper

panel of Fig. 2). In this kind of circular plots, the
radius is a measure of θ , and the azimuthal angle χτ is
measured from the positive X-axis. The arrangement
channel A is near χτ = 0, while the arrangement
channels B and C are, respectively, near −2π/3 and
2π/3. The channels at π , π/3, and −π/3 are channels
A, B, and C, respectively, after inversion. The coordi-
nate θ represents a bending angle; θ = 0 corresponds
to oblate top triangular configutations, θ = π/2
corresponds to collinear arrangements. As appar-
ent from the upper panel of the figure interchange

between opposite collinear arrangements (though
not the insertion one) can occur with little energetic
cost and (as suggested by the lower panel, in which
the corresponding relaxed ρ values are given as
isometric contours) at moderate values of the hyper-
radius. At half way of this insertion is possible to
form the C2v complex (obviously at shorter ρ values).
With a little extra energy (due to a small barrier) also
the D3h complex can be formed and from there access
all the other channels. There are clear advantages
in using these plots (partially already highlighted
in Ref. [25]) because they better deal with the evo-
lution from the asymptotes of the various reaction
channels.

2.3. THE PROCESS BOND ORDER
HYPERSPHERICAL TREATMENT

A representation of the PES more suited to ren-
der in a simple intuitive way most of the features of
the various paths connecting reactant to the product
asymptotes is the one recently used in Ref. [18]. That
reaction oriented picture of the PES particularly use-
ful to discuss alternative reaction paths makes use
of the so-called hyperspherical bond order (HYBO)
coordinates [27, 28]. The bond order (BO) variables
are defined as ni = exp[β(rieq − ri)] with i = AB,
BC, CA. For the A + BC (v, j) → AB (v′, j′) + C pro-
cess (vj is the reactant vibrotational state, v′j′ is the
product vibrotational state), the HYBO coordinates
obtainable out of the BO variables are defined as

ρ =
√

n2
BC + n2

AB α = arctan
nBC

nAB
(7)

and the approaching angle 	 is AB̂C. A feature of the
HYBO coordinates that makes them better suited for
a description of the reactive process is in fact that
ρ has a clear stretching nature (one has to bear in
mind here that the BO space is inverted with respect
to the physical one with n = 0 corresponding to an
infinite internuclear distance and n = exp[βreq] cor-
responding to a zero internuclear distance). Another
important feature is that α has the clear nature of a
reaction coordinate smoothly connecting the reac-
tant arrangement (α = 90◦) to the product one
(α = 0◦).

A relaxed representation based on these coordi-
nates makes use of 	 and η (with η = π/4 − α) as
independent variables while relaxing ν = 1 − ρ (ν
can be considered as a generalized reduced symme-
try variable gradually evolving from the reactant to
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FIGURE 3. Upper panel: ν-relaxed HYBO plot of the
isoenergetic contours of the O3 DMBE PES. Energy
contour values are given in eV. Zero energy is taken as
the O + O2 asymptote. Lower panel: contours of the
values of the relaxed ν.

the product vibrational coordinate). This type of rep-
resentation (hereinafter called ν-relaxed HYBO plot)
is clearly tailored to suit a single process (the A + BC
→ AB + C one in our case) for which 	 varies from
180◦ (collinear attack of A to B on the side of B) to
360◦ or 0◦ (collinear attack of A to B on the side of C).

2.4. THE ANALYSIS OF THE O + O2 REACTIVE
PATHS USING ν-RELAXED REPRESENTATIONS

The ν-relaxed HYBO plots for the O + O2 sys-
tem obtained using the values of the BO variables
(β = 1.7407 a−1

0 , req = 2.2818 a0) of Ref. [27], are
shown in Figure 3 (upper panel for isoenergetic con-
tours, lower panel for relaxed ν values contours). In
the plot one can easily see that the most favored angle
for reactive attacks is about 135◦, in which, however,

at half the way to products O3 tends to form a sta-
ble isosceles (	 � 120◦) triangle [see also the lower
panel of Figure 3 by bearing in mind that ν = 0 cor-
responds to diatomic distances (at least one) near
equilibrium and that as ν goes to 1 the internuclear
distances tend to infinity]. Along this path as the O
atom approaches the target molecule, O2 stretches
(the relaxed value of ν does not become enough nega-
tive) without giving rise to a potential energy barrier.
As apparent from the figure, apart from a mild distor-
tion of the triangular shape (a slight decrease of 	),
this path represents the most straightforward way
of getting reaction. The figure shows also a second
reactive path that leads to a slightly more energetic
intermediate. This intermediate is equilateral and
about 0.5 eV less stable than the isosceles one. A
feature of this path is the double barrier structure
sandwiching the well. The collinear MEP is instead
highly repulsive at both 	 = 180◦ and 	 = 0◦ or 360◦.
The ν-relaxed HYBO plot singles out also two wells
at both the top and the bottom corners. These wells
are associated with the forming of a stable isosceles
complex when A attacks an atom of BC diatom from
the opposite extreme (	 � 30◦). The contour plot of
the relaxed ν values also show that the attacking A
atom can easily move around (relaxed ν values grad-
ually become lower than 0) to allow isomerization to
the 	 � 120◦ C2v complex.

3. The Computational Machinery

3.1. THE COMPUTING GRID DISTRIBUTION
MODEL

As already mentioned, the present study was
made possible by an intensive exploitation of the
Grid, that is the modern paradigm of high through-
put computing. A general scheme for the concurrent
reorganization of the related computer programs
on the Grid is the following: a distribution proce-
dure iterates over different “events” (which consist
in our case of recursive integrations of some differ-
ential equations starting from a set of given initial
conditions like the initial quantum states or ener-
gies). Accordingly, the computation is articulated as
a coarse grained uncoupled loop and its distributed
execution model is usually called “parameter sweep-
ing”. To this end, a procedure able to handle large
sets of jobs was developed. Each job execution
requires the sending to the Grid of an execution
script, of a specific input file and of the scattering
programs. The execution script is the same for all jobs
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while the input file is different for each job. To better
cope with the heterogeneous nature of both the com-
puting hardware and software (compilers, libraries,
submission systems, etc.) of the Grid, executable
rather than source programs were distributed over
the net. In fact, despite the fact that the time required
for sending the source code is considerably shorter
than that required for sending its executable version
(this procedure is more selective in terms of the type
of machine to adopt), this approach exploits the fact
that there is no need for identifying the compiler
of each machine, selecting the optimal options for
compilation, compiling the code, and verifying that
all runs give exactly the same results as the ones
obtained on the original machine.

3.2. THE QUANTUM PROBABILITIES
CALCULATION

For the evaluation of quantum detailed reaction
probabilities use was made of the program ABC
[15], that is based on a time independent hyper-
spherical coordinate method.Accordingly,ABC inte-
grates the atom-diatom Schrödinger equation for a
reaction occurring on a single PES within a Born-
Oppenheimer scheme for all the reactant states of
a given total energy E (more details on the formal-
ism are given in Ref. [29]). In ABC the fixed E nuclei
wavefunction ψ is expanded in terms of the hyper-
spherical arrangement channel (τ ) basis functions
BJM

τvτ jτ Kτ
labeled after J (the total angular momen-

tum quantum number, called jtot), M and Kτ (the
space- and body-fixed projections of the total angular
momentum J), vτ and jτ (the τ asymptotic vibrational
and rotational quantum numbers, with jmax being
the maximum value of j considered in any chan-
nel), and depending on both the three Euler angles
and the internal Delves hyperspherical angles. The
number of basis functions has to be sufficiently large
to include all the channels open at the maximum
internal energy (emax). To carry out the fixed E prop-
agation of the solution from small to asymptotic
values of hyperradius ρ (not to be confused with the
ρ of the HYBO coordinates since ρ is now defined, as
is for APH coordinates, as ρ = (R2

τ + r2
τ )

1/2) we need
to integrate the equations

d2g(ρ)

dρ2
= O−1Ug(ρ). (8)

In Eq. 8 g(ρ) is the matrix of the coefficients of the
expansion of ψ , O is the overlap matrix and U is the
coupling matrix defined as

Uτ ′v′
τ j′τ K′

τ
τvτ jτ Kτ

=
〈
BJM

τvτ jτ Kτ

∣∣∣∣2µ

�2
(H̄ − E) − 1

4ρ2

∣∣∣∣ BJM
τ ′v′

τ j′τ K′
τ

〉
,

(9)

with µ being the reduced mass of the system and
H̄ the set of terms of the Hamiltonian operator not
containing derivatives with respect to ρ. In ABC the
integration of Eq. 8 is performed by segmenting the
ρ interval into mtr ρ sectors inside each and through
which the solution matrix is propagated from the ρ

origin to its asymptotic value where the S matrix is
determined [24]. The quantum P scattering proba-
bility matrix (whose elements are the square moduli
of the state-to-state S matrix elements according to
the relationship Pvj,v′j′(E) = |Svj,v′j′(E)|2) are then cal-
culated for an arbitrarily fine grid of total energy
values.

4. Microscopic Branching in Energy
Selectivity and Disposal

4.1. A FOOTPRINT OF MICROSCOPIC
BRANCHING

The excitation function calculated at v = 0, j = 1
is plotted in Figure 4 as a function of the transla-
tional energy Etr (rather than as a function of the
total energy E to better evidence threshold effects).
As apparent from the figure, at v = 0, j = 1
the excitation function rises sharply already at zero
translational energy as typical of processes with no
barrier to reaction. Figure 4 also shows that the reac-
tive probability first decreases and then increases
again (though more slowly) as energy increases.

To characterize some features of the excitation
functions which may be associated with specific
paths of the PES, we carried out two-dimensional
(2D) scattering calculations. For this purpose a 2D
version of the RWAVEPR program was used [30]
(RWAVEPR was chosen because it allows a visualiza-
tion of the reactive mechanisms through the plot of
screenshots of the time evolution of the wavepacket)
and of the corresponding local minimum-energy
reaction-path 2D cuts of the potential (since these
mimick the MEP of the considered microprocess). In
particular, a no-barrier energy profile going through
the C2v minimum (and constructed by relaxing ν in
an interval of 	 ranging from 115◦ to 145◦) and a
double barrier (sandwiching a well) energy profile
going through the D3h minimum (and constructed
by relaxing ν in an interval of 	 ranging from 60◦ to
90◦) were considered.
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FIGURE 4. State-specific reaction probability plotted as
a function of translational energy (energy spacing 0.0125
eV) for v = 0, j = 1 (Evj = 0.09786 eV).

The excitation functions calculated at v = 0 for
the 2D attractive and the (double) barrier model
potentials are plotted against translational energy
in Figure 5 as solid and dashed line, respectively.
For the no barrier case the excitation function rises
sharply at threshold and has a strongly resonant,
though on the average constant, value. On the con-
trary, for the barrier case, the excitation function has
a threshold of about 0.16 eV that reasonably well
compares with the height of the saddle shown in the
upper panel of Figure 3.

FIGURE 5. State-specific reaction probability
calculated on the 2D model potentials at v = 0 plotted as
a function of translational energy (energy spacing 0.001
eV). Solid line: no barrier model potential; dashed line:
double barrier sandwiching the D3h well model potential.

This suggests that the full 3D results plotted
in Figure 4 may be understood in terms of a
reactivity conveyed already at low energy through a
no barrier reactive channel plus, as energy increases,
a contribution associated with the overcoming of a
barrier.

4.2. MODE SELECTIVITY

An increase of the vibrational excitation of the
reactant molecule from v = 0 to v = 1 (while keeping
the rotational state j = 1 unchanged) makes the reac-
tive probability (averaged over local fluctuations)
to be 0.1 larger than that of the ground vibrational
state, as shown in Figure 6 by the plot of the dif-
ference between the excitation function calculated at
v = 0 and j = 1 and the one calculated at v = 1 and
j = 1. This means that the corresponding reactant
vibrational energy surplus promotes (by a constant
amount) the reactive probability by funneling later-
ally (smaller values for 	 < 180◦) a larger fraction of
the wavepacket flux over the barrier.

Rotational excitation of the reactant O2 to j = 29
(that is comparable in energy with the vibrational
excitation to v = 1) at low energy reduces the reac-
tivity by subtracting flux along the MEP significantly
altering so far the dependence of the reactive proba-
bility on the collision energy (see dashed line of Fig.
6). As apparent from the figure, where the differ-
ence between the excitation function calculated at
v = 0 and j = 1 and the one calculated at v = 0

FIGURE 6. Difference of the state-specific reaction
probability calculated at vj from the one calculatet at
v = 0, j = 1 plotted as a function of translational energy
(energy spacing 0.0125 eV). Solid line: v = 1, j = 1
(Evj = 0.29026 eV); dashed line: v = 0, j = 29 (Evj =
0.25219 eV).
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FIGURE 7. State (v ) to state (v ′) probabilities
calculated at v = 0 on both the no barrier (solid line) and
double barrier (dashed line) model potentials plotted as a
function of v ′ and normalized to the maximum.

and j = 29, when increasing j the sharp increase at
zero translational energy has almost disappeared (a
kind of residual footprint of this structure survives
as a broad bump around 0.4 eV) while the overall
shape is typically that of reactive processes occur-
ring through the overtaking of a barrier. This is due
to the fact that a rotational excitation displaces the
wavepacket out of the MEP where the interaction
time becomes too short and disposes it on alternative
paths.

4.3. PRODUCT VIBRATIONAL ENERGY
DISTRIBUTIONS

Another footprint of the competition between the
different reaction paths can be found also in prod-
uct vibrational distributions (PVDs). In Figure 7, the
2D barrier (dashed line) and no barrier (solid line)
model probabilities calculated at v = 0 and normal-
ized to the maximum (PN) are plotted. The various
PVDs are plotted as a function of the v′ product vibra-
tional quantum number at Etr = 0.6, 0.7, and 1.0 eV
for the two model potentials. A key feature of the
no barrier PVDs appears to be the larger width of
the distribution and its structured shape. The cal-
culated PVDs show, in fact, a secondary peak at
quite high v′ values that may compete in height with
the adiabatic-like one while the barrier ones have a
clearer adiabatic-like nature.

When such an analysis is performed on 3D results
(see Fig. 8 in which a pseudo tridimensional plot
of the PVDs is given as a function of translational
energy), the contribution of the no barrier path is
visually identifiable as the higher maximum mov-
ing to higher v′ as Etr increases. The amplitude of the
higher v′ maximum decreases with energy to vanish
at about Etr = 1.2 eV in agreement with the results
obtained for the excitation function.

4.4. MULTIQUANTUM VIBRATIONAL
EXCITATION AND DE-EXCITATION

As just discussed, the reaction taking place at
v = 0, j = 1 tends to have a peak about the highest
energetically allowed vibrational state while keep-
ing at low v′ values the adiabaticity peak (v′ = v =

FIGURE 8. Normalized to the maximum PVDs plotted
as a function of the collision energy.
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FIGURE 9. Vibrational displacement distributions
calculated at Etr = 1.5 eV, j = 1, and v = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4
(from the top to the lower panel, respectively).

0). However, we found it interesting to investigate
whether this occurs because of a real vibrotational
adiabaticity of the process or because of the special
limiting situation of the ground state. To this end we
analyzed the internal energy redistribution taking
place for reactive exchanges at a fixed translational
energy of 1.5 eV and several rovibrational reactant
states. Normalized to the maximum PVDs evalu-
ated at j = 1 and different v values are shown in
Figure 9 as a function of the v (v′ and v quantum

numbers difference). As apparent from the figure, by
vibrationally exciting the reactant molecule the pro-
cess gains increasing diabaticity (that not necessarily
implies a large energy disposal to lower states).Actu-
ally, despite the fact that for v > 1 de-excitation to
a lower excited vibrational state becomes the most
likely event, there is also a strong propensity to sig-
nificantly populate vibrationally excited levels of
the products. This clearly disproves all those model
kinetic treatments assuming single quantum vibra-
tional de-excitation to be the most likely process to
occur and multiquantum jumps to result only via
cascade mechanisms [31].

The importance of multiquantum de-excitation
was already pointed out in the past [11] to be a dis-
tinctive feature of reactions occurring on PESs pre-
senting potential wells. Specific of present quantum
results is the fact that while confirming multiquan-
tum de-excitations they also point out the important
contribution of multiquantum excitation.

5. Conclusions

The detailed investigation of the state-specific
and state-to-state reactive probabilities for the fairly
heavy O + O2 system was carried out using exact
quantum means based on full 3D and reduced 2D
dimensionality approaches. To this end extended
calculations on the segment of the EGEE Grid avail-
able to the COMPCHEM VO were carried out and
the excitation functions calculated at different com-
positions of the amount of energies allocated to the
various internal degrees of freedom. The key ratio-
nale for understanding the results was provided
by the microscopic branching of the reaction along
different reaction paths singled out in plots of the
interaction drawn using hyperspherical bond order
coordinates contour maps. The competition between
two alternative reaction paths leading to opposite
behaviors at low and high collision energy was in
fact spotted in the main features of the calculated
excitation functions and product internal energy dis-
tributions after a comparison with 2D-path model
calculations. In particular, it was found that while the
addition of further vibrational energy almost evenly
increases the reaction probability at all values of col-
lision energies an increase of rotational energy has
first a depressing effect on the excitation function
that when energy increases is not only eliminated,
but reactivity is significantly enhanced. Microscopic
branching characterizes also product distributions
which bear the characteristics of populating both
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high and low vibrational energy product state on a
quite wide range. The most striking consequence of
this is the fact that multiquantum jumps are found
to occur for both de-excitation and excitation.
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